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Surf the soundwaves with the JBL Flip 5 Eco
Limited Edition
New version of the popular Flip 5 – made from 90% recycled
plastic – now available

Crank up the music with the new JBL Flip 5 Eco speaker in ‘Forest’ green and ‘Ocean’ blue

LONDON – JUNE 2020 – JBL brings back the summer favourite, the Flip 5, with the launch

of the new Eco edition. The compact Bluetooth speaker is back with the same superb sound and

cool tech as before - this time with an environmentally friendly twist. 

⏲

https://news.jbl.com/


The JBL Flip 5 Eco edition is made from 90% recycled plastic while the portable speaker’s

entire packaging is biodegradable. Available in two beautiful limited-edition colours – ‘Ocean’

blue and ‘Forest’ green – the speakers retain all your favourite features of the original Flip 5,

including JBL Signature Sound, PartyBoost tech, 12-hour battery life and waterproofing. Just

throw it in your backpack or carry-on and rock on, rain or shine. The Flip 5 Eco will keep the

party going all night! 
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Rebellious at heart, the portable speaker packs a punch for its size, pumping out your favourite

beats with crisp bass and awesome sound. The Flip 5 Eco’s two new colour tones give a delicate

aesthetic to the portable speaker and can be enjoyed anywhere that you and your crew go! 

HARMAN is very excited to build upon their award-winning speakers by using recycled

materials.  

“These limited-edition Flip 5 speakers are our first step into producing
consumer devices made from recycled plastic. We worked hard to find
recycled materials that would not compromise JBL’s famous Signature Sound
and we feel the two new colours will really appeal to our fun-loving fanbase.” 
— Dave Rogers, President, HARMAN Lifestyle Audio.

Enjoy an epic and eco-friendly sound experience with the JBL Flip 5 Eco in Ocean and Forest;

available in July at jbl.com.



For more information contact:

Ranieri Communications
Office: +44 (0)207 148 1606  
harman@raniericoms.com

HARMAN Consumer Lifestyle EMEA
Julia Broekhuizen, PR & Influencer Marketing Lead 
julia.broekhuizen@harman.com
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ABOUT JBL

JBL creates the amazing sound that shapes life’s most epic moments. From iconic events like Woodstock and
concerts at Madison Square Garden, to games at Yankee Stadium and weekend road trips, JBL elevates
listeners’ experiences with award-winning audio that lets them make the most of every moment. With unmatched
professional credentials and over 70 years of delivering industry leading innovation, JBL is the authority in
engineering superior sound.
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